BECAUSE THE SHOWER IS EVERYTHING

Use & Care – Product Care & Cleaning
To assure a long lasting finish wipe down your shower enclosure with a towel after each use. Never use a
scouring agent to clean the hardware or the glass. For maximum protection, Basco doors should be treated with
AquaGlideXP at the factory before you receive it. Units damaged by improper cleaning are not covered under
Basco's limited lifetime warranty. With minimum maintenance and proper cleaning your bath enclosure will
provide you with years of beautiful service.

AquaGlideXP Home Kit
If you did not have the opportunity to purchase the factory-applied AquaGlide XP protection, consider purchasing
the Shower & Bath Glass Protection Treatment Kit. This easy step-by-step process will provide added protection
to your shower enclosure. This innovative coating increases the sheen and luster of the glass while reducing
spotting, soap scum and mineral deposits. If you selected to have AquaGlideXP applied at the factory when you
purchased your enclosure, you may also utilize the home kit to revitalize the original coating extending its
protective qualities indefinitely. Please note that our AquaGlideXP ten-year warranty applies only to units with
a factory applied coating.

Maintain AquaGlideXP Spray Cleaner
This 16oz bottle is the same formula as the small Maintain spray cleaner in the
AquaGlideXP kit. Regardless if you had AquaGlassXP applied at the factory, or opted
to use the at home kit, this spray cleaner will enhance the durability and performance of
the protection when used for deeper cleaning. Most homeowners find that in addition to
spraying their doors with water and towel drying daily, using maintain spray cleaner
every one to two weeks keeps their treated doors looking spot free and like new.

Clerét
When used after showering, Clerét is a superior
glass cleaning tool that prevents soap build-up and
water spots.

